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About This Content

A classic Orbx destination brought to life for Aerofly FS 2, virtual pilots are welcomed to Monterey Regional Airport, one of
California's most scenic airports.

Monterey is the perfect location for exploring the rugged coastal ranges of Big Sur, world-famous coastline of Carmel and
Pebble Beach, and for regional flights to San Francisco, Los Angeles and Palm Springs. Stretching the boundaries of what is

possible in Aerofly FS2, this scenery includes the entire City of Monterey in high definition. Featuring accurate airport
modelling, unique static aircraft and vehicles, dense hand-placed vegetation and many points of interest around the city, you will

find yourself at home in all types of aircraft at this multi-use airfield.

Incorporating unique animation technology, a large coverage area, 3D night lighting and many other features, Monterey truly is
the home for all your Californian flying. What more could you want!
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - Orbx - Monterey Regional Airport
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Orbx
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French
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This is a level of extra that even I can't tolerate.. pretty good game. A really good tutorial,very useful for me. Not quite as
enthralling as Choice of Robots, if only for me personally, but nevertheless another great entry in the Choice of Games lineup. My
one complaint about this game is that Glamour leads to Rot. Playing entirely without Glamour, I was still subjected to the effects of
the Rot, which seems to form a plot point of varying importance depending on the path you take and the choices you make.
After all is said and done with this game, I am satisfied that it was a purchase worth the cost.. Dont get attached to your units,
sacrifices must be made to stop the blitzkrieg.. Great game a good blend of rpg and rts with a good story reminding me of the old
d&d days, the multiplayer is dead and gone but to journey is still there in the campaign.. What else can be said really except ape
out, this game really was worth the wait and the money and one of the biggest complaints I see is "the game is too short" well its a
good thing the game is not even $20 so for its price this game is one of the most fun, challenging, and just blow your wig back to a
different state type of good.. So if you love apes like I do and hotline miami this is the game for you so like I said in the beginning
lets all ape out. Masterpeice. Definitely a fun game. Character controls are tight, graphics are very nice and refined, music is sparse
(but that works for the atmosphere of the game) but good when it needs be. Bosses are definitely the highlight of this game, with
each being unique in their own way and a pretty good test of one's control of movement. As other reviewers have mentioned, a
small, but still significant, amount of deaths will come to what is in my opinion not good camera design. The slow panning will get
you killed several times, leading to relatively frustrating deaths. However, all the other refined aspects of this game in conjunction
with its brevity makes it worth it imo.

Very satisfying, either way, and definitely knows how long it needed to be to provide an entertaining and fun experience that didn't
overstay its welcome. I will say, I didn't really get the horror vibe that the game was going for, but what atmosphere I did internalize
was a very unique and poignant one.
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This game has a fatal error and does not launch.. Simple, elegant and fun. a great excerciser too. currently, my favorite
excerciser along with Audio shield.

A bit dangerous too. you can qiuckly get so immersed you trip over your cord or smack your wall (chaperone ahs been reset to
beginner mode and max brightness since i go tthis one.

At teh price, its well worth it. Geez. My coffee costs 5 bucks and its useless in 5 minutes.

LOL. Quirky fun! Enjoyed it.. Game is not playable in Windows 10.. Pretty fun game
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